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How do you see the automotive
manufacturing landscape evolving in the
future?

Automotive manufacturing is evolving rapidly
to incorporate more computation-driven R&D
to advance next-generation technologies and
products like autonomous, electrified, and
connected vehicles. Demand is growing for
consumer and fleet vehicles that meet higher
efficiency and safety standards. Meeting
these requirements requires enhanced
capabilities for computer aided engineering,
applied-AI/ML, and advanced simulation and
modeling. Due to increasingly complex
supply chains and long lead times to
manufacturing, the importance of high
fidelity, multidisciplinary analyses is more
important than ever to ensure high quality
and performance of the body, components,
and systems of new vehicles. Cloud
computing enables organizations to rapidly
integrate new technologies and achieve
efficiencies not possible with legacy
computing systems. Additionally, cloud-
based systems enable global collaboration
and intelligent resourcing to ensure each
engineer has the latest and best-fit tools they
need for computational discovery.

How can Rescale's engineering solutions
assist automotive manufacturers with
material selection?

Today, there is a large shift toward using
digital simulations to drive material selection
in the automotive manufacturing industry.
More specifically, multiple simulations or
design of experiments (DOE) simulations are
run to identify the best material for a certain
product or conditions. A common bottleneck
in the process is the lack of compute
resources to run these simulations. Often,

simulations are delayed due to the lack of
capacity or compromises are made in the
simulation fidelity to allow for faster
execution of the simulation. Rescale solves
these challenges by routing engineers’
compute workloads to the latest and best-fit
cloud architectures at any scale or fidelity.
Rescale's solution allows engineering teams
to run any material selection simulations and
related DOE models, collaborate from
anywhere, and control spend. As a result, this
enables manufacturers to bring products to
market faster and more cost-effectively.

What do you plan on presenting at the GALM
USA Congress?

Rescale plans to demonstrate its HPC built
for the cloud solution in more detail,
including how to run large scale DOE models
to rapidly evaluate material selection across
thousands of different designs. During this
presentation, we will show how our
customers are leveraging the power of the
cloud to eliminate any compute capacity
bottlenecks that prevent cost efficient
development of products.

What do you hope to learn from joining the
GALM community in Michigan?

We hope to learn how the GALM community
is making use of digital simulations for their
material selection process and how they are
addressing the resource challenges to bring
cost effective and efficient products to
market. In turn, we would like to identify
opportunities where Rescale can add value to
this process

Dinal Perera
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Engineer
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Dinal - thank you for taking the time to talk to us
about what you will be presenting at the
conference and the future of the automotive
manufacturing landscape.


